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International & National Bestseller●

Top 100 Best Seller in Occult, Mystery, Thrillers & Suspense & more●

CFBI Agent and Pyro-Psychic Jasi McLellan battles a serious infection that threatens to claim her life.
Slipping in and out of consciousness, she remembers the Parliament Murders...

One by one, members of Ontario's Parliament are disappearing, only to be found days later, disoriented and
drugged. Or worse?dead. Police are stumped and the CFBI brings in a covert PSI team, agents with special
psychic abilities.

Accompanied by Psychometric Empath Ben Roberts and new team member Victim Empath Natassia
Prushenko, Jasi heads for Ottawa and uncovers a plot so devious that Canada's national security is at risk. If
that isn't enough to deal with, Jasi bumps into old flame, Zane Underhill, who wants to rekindle their
relationship that ended three years earlier.

But the investigation takes precedent and Jasi is forced to place her feelings for Zane on hold in order to find
a killer who has more than justice in mind for his victims, and in the end she makes a gut-wrenching
decision?one that will cost the life of someone close to her.

Editorial Reviews:

"Divine Justice is a powerfully-written chill ride that will give you nightmares. Best to keep the lights on
with this one." ?Rick Mofina, bestselling author of In Desperation

"This fast-paced thriller should be a runaway best-seller. Divine Justice reminds me of CSI or Medium. If
you like J.D. Robb's In Death series, you'll love Cheryl Kaye Tardif's Divine series." ?Midwest Book
Review, Betty Dravis, co-author of Dream Reachers series

"One of those 'sitting on the edge of your seats' read as the team unravels the mystery and tries to solve the
case. It is a unique blend of action, mystery...This book is highly recommended." ?Margaret Orford,
Allbooks Review

Divine Trilogy:
Book 1 - Divine Intervention
Book 2 - Divine Justice
Book 3 - Divine Sanctuary
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From reader reviews:

Alan Coleman:

Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to understand everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or even goal; it means that
guide has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. These are
reading whatever they get because their hobby is actually reading a book. Think about the person who don't
like reading through a book? Sometime, individual feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or
exercise. Well, probably you should have this Divine Justice.

Antonio Beeler:

The book Divine Justice gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make
your capable far more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big
problem using your subject. If you can make looking at a book Divine Justice to be your habit, you can get
more advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about a few or all subjects. It is
possible to know everything if you like wide open and read a publication Divine Justice. Kinds of book are a
lot of. It means that, science book or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Arthur Daniel:

The reserve with title Divine Justice has a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot of
advantage after read this book. This kind of book exist new expertise the information that exist in this reserve
represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the improvement
of the world. This book will bring you in new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the e-book on your
own smart phone, so you can read the idea anywhere you want.

Kimberly Gomez:

Beside that Divine Justice in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get more close to the new
knowledge or info. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh from your oven so don't
become worry if you feel like an old people live in narrow commune. It is good thing to have Divine Justice
because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you would
not get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that will not end up to happen if you have this within your
hand. The Enjoyable arrangement here cannot be questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. So do you
still want to miss the item? Find this book as well as read it from now!
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